OPERATION: Large end of battery spring must be snapped into tail cap. Install batteries with the “+” end facing the head end of the flashlight. Backwards installation can damage the LED.

Turning flashlight on and off; focusing the beam – Twisting the head turns the flashlight on; twisting further in the “on” direction causes the beam to vary between a super-bright “spot” and a broader, gentler “flood” focal setting. Twisting head in opposite direction turns flashlight off.

Switching between power levels – For the “High” (100% brightness) setting, point the flashlight in any direction other than straight down and twist the head. To change to PowerSave (25% brightness), point the flashlight straight downward, twist the head to turn it off and then back on again. To change back to the “High” (100% brightness) setting, twist the head to turn the flashlight off and then back on again while pointed in any direction other than straight down.

Candle Mode – Turn flashlight on at either “High” or “PowerSave” setting, as desired. Unscrew head of flashlight to detach. Invert head and place tail end of flashlight into the inverted head. Flashlight will act as a candle.